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4 days by helicopter 

Lake Turkana
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Low level flight through the spectacular 
Suguta valley, from the southern tip to 
Lake Turkana in the north, including 

Silale Crater, crocodile pools, salt pans, 
and the painted and hoodoe valleys.

Heli sundowners on the Suguta sand 
dunes and over the flamingo shores of 

Lake Logipi.  Overnight at South Horr.  
Koros Camp

Fishing and boating excursion at Central 
Island.  Turkana Institute Basin and 

the Petrified Forest at Sibiloi National 
Park.  Cultural encounters with the 
Turkana people.  Lobolo Camp

Touch down on the Chalbi Desert and 
then on the summit of the Mathews 

Range. 

Kipsing fly-camping and quad biking 
with Lattitude Adventures!

Reteti  (R.E.S.C.U.E) elephant 
sanctuary within the Namunyak 

conservancy.  

Scenic flight around the peaks of beautiful 
Mount Kenya 

kenya
highlights

Cathedral Rock, Turkana
© Michael Poliza



Day One: Suguta
Meet your heli at Nanyuki Airfield.  Fly 

northwest over the Laikipia plains 
and descend into the Suguta Valley, 

experiencing a great diversity of 
landscapes including the Silale Crater, 

crocodile pools, salt pans, eroded valleys 
and rocky landforms.   Lunch at Koros 

Camp and afternoon sundowner flight to 
the Suguta sand dunes and the flamingo 

shores of Lake Logipi.  Koros Camp

Day Two:  Turkana
Departing after breakfast we follow the 
lake’s shore line north and hop across 

to Central Island.  We will meet a picnic 
lunch and fishing boat and spend 

some time making the most of this 
extraordinary island.  In the afternoon we 
will fly to our camp, enjoying a Turkana 
dance as the sun sets.  Lobolo Camp

Day Three:  Samburu
Head to the eastern shores to explore the 

Sibiloi National Park and the Turkana 
Basin Institute.  Fly south, touching down 
in the Chalbi Desert and on the summit 

of the Mathews, before descending in the 
Kipsing Valley for some quad biking fun.  

Lattitude Adventures Fly Camp

Day Four:  Mount Kenya
Early departure to Reteti elephant 

sanctuary and then to Nanyuki, with a 
flight around the peaks of Mount Kenya.   

Safari Ends!
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Globally important populations of 
lions, wild dogs, Grevy’s zebras, 

black rhinos and cheetah roam the 
grasslands of Laikipia.  This is one of 

the greatest wildlife refuges remaining 
in East Africa.

There is no landscape in Kenya, 
outside of National Parks, more 

crucial for the future of elephants 
- and here in Laikipia about 6,500 
elephants are protected by private 
and communal landowners and a 
network of inspiring conservation 

organisations. 

It is truly one of the world’s wild 
places!

laikipia
- Northern K enya -
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A vast caldera, carpeted by grasses 
and shrubs, located at the southern tip 

of the Suguta Valley.

silale crater
- The Gregory Rift -

© Michael Poliza



© Richard Roberts

Geologists have long been fascinated 
with this part of the Great Rift Valley.  

They have studied ancient sediments 
and fossil remains, and pieced 

together the history of a lake that rose 
and fell multiple times over the past 

18,000 years. 

the suguta valley
- The Gregory Rift -



‘crocodile pools’
- Suguta Valley -
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‘nataruk’
- Mountain of the birds -

Iconic rock feature in the Suguta Valley
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‘painted valley’
- Suguta Valley -
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The hills of South Horr - on the 
county border of Samburu and 
Marsabit - are covered in wild 

flowering herbs and acacia trees.  To 
the north lies the craggy peaks of 

the sacred Mount Nyiro.  Samburu 
herders graze their camels here, and 
find water in hand dug wells in the 

sandy river beds.

The village of South Horr - set 
in a green valley - is the closest 

settlement to the southern end of 
Lake Turkana.  

south horr
- Rift Valley, northern K enya -



What started as a simple family base, 
has evolved into a unique 6 bed camp, 

with just 3 spacious tents for the 
ultimate private retreat.

In a remote and unspoilt spot, Koros 
Camp is nestled away amongst acacia 
trees and semi arid scrubland at the 

northern end of the South Horr valley.

A small rock pool is a welcome escape 
from the heat of the day. 

An ideal base to explore the shores of 
Lake Turkana, the Chalbi Desert and 

the wilds of the north.

koros camp
- South Horr -



sand dunes
- Suguta Valley -
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Lake Logipi, a seasonal saline lake 
- often full of flamingo - lies at the 

southern end of Lake Turkana.  The 
lake is about 6km wide by 3 km long, 

and very shallow.    

lake logipi
- Suguta Valley -

© Michael Poliza



The largest desert lake in the world 
lies in Northern Kenya.  One of the 
most remote and hostile places on 

Earth, with black volcanic rocks and 
soaring daytime temperatures, yet so 

scenically spectacular.

The three national parks that are 
found here serve as vital breeding 

grounds for the Nile crocodile, 
and an important stopover for 

migrant birds.  The region, rich in 
fossils, has contributed more to the 

understanding of paleo-environments 
than any other place on earth.

northern kenya
- Lake Turkana -

© Michael Poliza



Central Island is an iconic volcanic 
feature in the middle of Lake Turkana.  
Both a national park and a UNESCO 
World Heritage site, the 5km2 island 

has three crater lakes with some 
14,000 Nile crocodiles, and seasonal 

flocks of flamingo.

central island
- Lake Turkana -
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Ferguson’s Gulf  is a shallow bay 
surrounded by doum palm trees and 

nomadic fishing villages.  

Local Turkana fishermen with nets 
and canoes, make a living here from 
Nile Perch and Tilapia. The bird life 
is abundant with pelicans, flamingos 

and yellow billed storks, gathering 
here in hundreds to feed.

ferguson’s gulf
- Western Shores of Lake Turkana -
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The first permanent tented camp 
in Turkana, Lobolo, is set within a 
100 acre palm tree oasis, between 
Ferguson’s Gulf and Eliye Springs.  

Six spacious en-suite tents are 
positioned to make the best of the 

views and lake’s breeze, and to enjoy 
the most incredible sunsets over the 
lake.  Lobolo offers the perfect mix of 
comfort and adventure, with so much 
opportunity to enjoy the lake scenery, 
landscape, fishing and local cultures.

lobolo camp
- Western Shores of Lake Turkana -



The Turkana are Kenya’s 2nd 
largest pastoralist community after 
the Maasai.  Living in this desolate 
landscape has kept their way of life 

true to their traditions.  

Livestock are at the core of the 
Turkana culture, and although they 
do not have strong social structures, 
they do have a fascinating array of 

traditions, not least their way of 
celebrating the passage to adulthood.

 
Their dress is traditional, wearing 

beaded jewellery, and often red ochre 
on their skin and hair.

turkana people
- Eastern Shores of the Jade Sea -
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With four decades of research in the 
Turkana Basin, the geological history 

and the early life of man has been 
well documented.  Fossil deposits 

date back to the Cretaceous era, 165 
million years ago.  

The TBI (Turkana Basin Institute) 
is a scientific research station, 

focusing on human prehistory.  This 
is a non-profit initiative, founded by 

Dr. Richard Leakey, that not only 
supports research but is committed 
to safeguarding the extensive fossil 

deposits in the region.

turkana basin 
institute

- Sibiloi National Park -



One of its kind in Kenya, this amazing 
petrified forest, believed to be 7  

million years old, was discovered by 
researchers in the early 70s.  

Along with remains of early elephants 
and rhino, as well as crocodiles, 

turtles and tortoises, these fossilised 
trees are evidence of climate change in 

the Lake Turkana Basin. 

petrified forest
- Sibiloi National Park -



‘Chalbi’ - meaning bare and salty in 
Gabbra, is believed to be a massive 
lake that dried up a thousand years 

ago.  

Spanning 100,000 kms - on the 
eastern side of Lake Turkana, and 
reaching right up to the Kenya - 

Ethiopia border, the Chalbi Desert 
with soaring day time temperatures 
is a bleached expanse of coarse sand, 
interspersed with salt pans and the 

odd clay ridge.  

Palm oasis’ can be found on the 
western edges and on the horizon to 
the east lies the Huri hills - creating a 

magical panorama.

chalbi desert
- nothern K enya -



Known as a ‘sky island’, the 150km 
long Mathews Range rises from the 
dry desolate country, exposing lush 

forested hills and craggy peaks.  

Natural springs and rivers flow 
through the valleys, and sacred sites 

of the Samburu lay hidden for feasting 
and dancing ceremonies.  Untouched, 
a pristine ancient cycad forest grows 

here in abundance.

© Richard Roberts

the mathews range
- Samburu -



Private fly camp with simple mosie-
net style tents - for a night under the 

starry sky.  

Set up in a specially selected secluded 
and scenic location, we will explore 

the region and enjoy its unique 
wildlife.  

kipsing valley
- Samburu -



Exploring the arid landscape by quad 
bikes is a thrilling way to traverse 

the sandy luggas and rocky hillsides, 
whilst spotting a variety of wildlife - 

small and large!

quad biking
- K ipsing Valley, Samburu. -



Ewaso Nyiro River flows constantly 
- it represents life for the people, 
livestock and wildlife of the arid 

north.

ewaso nyiro river
- Samburu. -
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R.E.S.C.U.E (Reteti Elephant 
Sanctuary) set up in 2016, is the first 

community-owned and managed 
orphanage of its type in Africa.  

Located at the foot of the remote 
Mathews Range within the Namunyak 

Conservancy, amongst Kenya’s 
second largest elephant population, 

Reteti has several baby elephants and 
one tiny black Rhino - each orphaned 
as a result of the prolific poaching or 

relentless drought in northern Kenya.  
These orphans will eventually be 

released back into wild herds.

Reteti is a partnership between 
Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy, 

Samburu County Government, Kenya 
Wildlife Service, Northern Rangelands 

Trust, San Diego Zoo, Conservation 
International, Tusk Trust, The Nature 
Conservancy and Save the Elephants.

reteti elephants
- Namunyak Conservancy -

© Michael Poliza



Dawn f light around the 
peaks, touching down at Lake 

Michaelson to take in the 
incredible views and unique 

mountain f lora.

Iconic in shape and size, Mount Kenya 
is situated in the heart of Kenya, on 

the equator.   

The vast and desolate nature of Mount 
Kenya with its towering summit, sheer 

cliffs and glaciers become apparent 
as we circulate above the twin peaks 
of Batian and Nelion, that stand over 

5,000 meters high.   

mount kenya
by helicopter
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heli safari ends
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Our ground agent is based in Kenya, 
and offers a broad range of 

professional air services using 
helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, 

throughout sub-Saharan Africa.

Areas of operation: 16 African 
countries, covering more than 10 

million square kilometers:  Kenya, 
Tanzania, Uganda, Congo, Chad, 
South Sudan, Somalia, Ethiopia, 

Rwanda, Madagascar, Mozambique, 
Zambia, Malawi, Zimbabwe, 

Botswana and Namibia.

www.explorationscompany.com


